
Power - Provocation Paper
Introduction
Power is one of the key factors in transforming the education system. Power can come through various

means - from the top-down, from policymakers, through funding, or can be built from the bottom-up by

people coming together and getting organized.We need power tomake sure the right changes can be

done by the right people at the right time.Without power, the beneficiaries of the education systemwill

not be able to gain adequate support to fulfill their needs to flourish - be it students, teachers or school

leaders. But what is power?Who has power? How dowe ensure people who need it, have it?

Story
In the UK, a campaigning organization called Citizens UK discovered that migrant children have to pay

more than £1,000 to apply for permanent settlement in the UK. They began a campaign to get stateless

children citizenships in the UK, which culminated in a child-led poetry recital by 200 children outside of

the UK's HomeOffice. This garnered attention from the UK’s ImmigrationMinister, who invited them

to ameeting. Citizens UK then presented their case in their meeting with the ImmigrationMinister,

who has the legislative power to change this law. After a fruitful meeting, in which the Immigration

Minister said she agreedwith their campaign, theMinister said that she actually could not help them,

unless there was greater political support. She asked them to lobby 20 otherMPs from her party to

support this case in the parliament for a change in policy. The lesson gained from this is that despite

growing bottom-up power through a grassroots campaign, and convincing the ultimate decision-maker,

evenmore political power is needed to truly enact change.

In India, Indus Action, a policy implementation organization in India, discovered a loophole in the online

admission to higher institutions in India where it affects the gender balance of the admission rate. The

organization realized that for every 100 applications submitted by themale applicants, only 70 female

applicants submitted theirs. They negotiated with the Indian government to ensure an equitable share

of application for boys and girls in India by considering gender equity whenwriting the entry algorithm.

Perspectives
The quotes below explore the concept, role and impact of power in affecting change in the education

system. The link to the conversation is here and the passcode is &c!#LtD7. For more quotes, refer here.

Who? When? What?

James Asfa,
Citizens UK

00:26:16 -
00:22:35

The keymetrics of power come down to organized
people and organizedmoney. And I think that a lot of
the approach that we take whenwe organizing.. That
is howwe organize people in such a way that gives us
enough strength and power that we actually can
leverage change”.

Darlin Ibarguen,
Auckland
University

00:33:51 -
00:34:14

There’s a Colombian saying that people are superior
to their political leaders. The power is in the hands of
people.We need to create that level of trust to build a
different narrative for those who have been left
behind.
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https://teachforall.zoom.us/rec/share/iSRf2W9H1H8A4EeVwXv4VTQlnPnlFL4wLRAtiItnRSI7gQZr7eH7JJY1ayM9gto.Yq6Cv3OY04uG3Ilc
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KKI5Tuw1ztJn3kjJg2w4WiirCGIqSU_U2HDUOxppy_o/edit?usp=sharing


Who? When? What?

Tarun Cheurkuri,
Indus Action

00:39:38 -
00:40:03

The strength comes from the communities who
organize because wework on aggregating grievances
fromwithin communities, andwe do a bit of
translating work by building community champions
and then negotiate with counselors and theministers
and the bureaucrats. That is at least a section of power
in an organization.

James Asfa,
Citizens UK

00:46:06 -
00:46:22

It’s a mixture of the bottom up and top down
strategies. The bottom up strategy is about listening
to the people impacted by the issue onwhat they want
to change. The top down strategy is on how you
deploy resources to get the leverage that you need.

Darlin Ibarguen,
Auckland
University

01:02:00 -
01:03:03

The traditional way of schooling has diminished the
indigenous and traditional knowledgewithin our
society. This mostly comes from colonial perspectives
where it has the right to say what is valuable for our
society. The way to challenge this is to realise
education as a tool of liberation and not to continue
perpetuating oppression.

James Asfa,
Citizens UK

01:05:42 -
01:06:00

It is important to pay attention to power because the
status quo is about power dynamics and it is stable.
Whenwe change that, it’s shifting the power of people
who are secluded from decisionmaking.

Tarun Cheurkuri,
Indus Action

01:11:20 -
01:11:40

Another proxy is onwho holds power in terms of
distribution of resources. If you focus on a particular
set of policy, following themoneymeans to see what
the budget allocation is.

Evidence
System Innovation Initiative by ROCKWOOL Foundation has identified power as one of the four keys

to unlock system innovation, alongside purpose, relationships and resources flow. Power, relationships

and resources flow are interdependent in locking a system to serve a purpose which is harder to

challenge.

Flor Avelino wrote a paper to discuss the concept of power in processes of change and innovation. The

paper discussed seven points of contestation on power which are ‘power over versus power to’, ‘centred

versus diffused’, ‘consensual versus conflictual’, ‘constraining versus enabling’, ‘quantity versus quality’,

‘empowerment versus disempowerment’ and ‘power in relation to knowledge’.

Beyond theory, power in action can be seenwhenwe expand voice and agency by ensuring the invested

stakeholders tomake confident decisions about learning and education. New Education Story

emphasizes the importance of collaborative culture and learner’s agency in seeing the world in

different perspectives tomove innovation beyond the level of individual and classroom. This can be
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https://www.systeminnovation.org/article-the-patterns-of-possibility/#relationships-4
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/2158379X.2021.1875307?needAccess=true
https://big-change.org/new-education-story/


done by encouraging different stakeholders to take part in decisionmaking on education

transformation and to avoid reinforcing existing inequalities. To do this, organizing can be one of the

ways to include students, parents, and communities to get together to seek and act on change. Dr

Marshall Ganz of Harvard University introduces five key practices to organizing to enact power and

make intended impact which are telling stories, building relationships, structuring teams, strategizing,

and acting. The “Public Narrative”, a framework codified by Dr Ganz, is based on research done on

community organizing and social movements in the US.

Community organizing is a form of new power as it is open, peer driven, distributive, and participatory.

New powermodel, according to JeremyHeimans andHenry Timms, is as in the chart.

In exploring the role of power in affecting change, Global EducationMonitoring Report for 2021

unpacks the role of non-state

actors in the education

ecosystem, where it is

reported that they have the

power to influence education

policy and public opinion in

expense of their political views

and economic interests

through tools such as

advocacy, network lobbying,

research and funding. In the

case of new power, it acts as an

influence that is built upon the

relationship between interests

and resources.

Examples
Within and beyond the network, people and organizations are using power in different ways to bring

about change. For example:

● In Portugal, leaders encouraged parents to organize local seminars on education reform, with

full autonomy to choose the topics and attendees. Government representatives were sent to

explain and debate reform, rationales and articulate how theywould incorporate seminar

learnings back into the reform plans.

● In Estonia, the schools, especially the school principals, exercise their agency in deciding

student learning experiences, school management and operation and community engagement

activities.

● In Indonesia, theMinistry of Education, Culture, Research and Technology initiated a program

called ‘Guru Penggerak’ or Teacher Drive to cultivate Indonesian teachers’ interest and skills to

be education activists or to hold leadership positions

● In Sierra Leone, a community-basedMother’s Club supports vulnerable children back to school

due to endemic diseases such as Ebola and pandemic by using their profits from gardening and

arts and craft production.

● In Haiti, Paraguay and Argentina, The Sholas Foundation builds a programmodel that centers

on student voice that emphasizes agency and empowerment by gathering students from

diverse socioeconomic status and involving the schools and the surrounding communities.
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https://commonslibrary.org/organizing-people-power-change/
https://hbr.org/2014/12/understanding-new-power
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000380076
https://dreamadream.org/report-implementing-education-reform/
https://www.educationestonia.org/estonia-country-with-europes-best-schools/
https://sekolah.penggerak.kemdikbud.go.id/gurupenggerak/
https://www.unicef.org/stories/sierra-leone-empowering-families-start-anew
https://publications.iadb.org/publications/english/document/How-Do-Disruptive-Innovators-Prepare-Todays-Students-to-Be-Tomorrows-Workforce-Scholas-Approach-to-Engage-Youth.pdf


● In Navajo, the DEAP school empowers the children of the Navajo nation by examining the

injustices they face collectively and recognizing their strengths and resilience by analyzing

their situation and transforming their communities using cultural, vocational, and academic

skills.

● In Baltimore, The Intersection of Change is a community-based non profit whoworks with

low-income students to recognize their potential as leaders of social change through various

programs and services in addressing poverty in their locality.

Insights
How do we shift the system using power?

There are two sources of power - organized people and organizedmoney.Collective voices and
resources are an influential tool to transform the education system that can only happenwhen people

andmoney are organized effectively to affect the change they want to see and channel the impact to

the intended beneficiaries. This can be done either through legislative power, financing, a shared

commitment to change, or the organizing of students, parents and teachers.

You need an alignment of bottom-up and top-down power to bring about lasting change. Top-down
power without community involvement fails to bring about lasting behavioral change. Grassroots

organizing without political and financial power fails to bring about legislative or structural change. You

need both at the same time.

How do we use power to amplify change we want to see?

Wemust seek to build powerwith, not over.Having a collective commitment from all stakeholders

within the education ecosystemwill sustain and scale the transformative change in individuals, schools,

districts or regions, andwill encourage others to follow suit which can amplify the change in various

locations, contexts, demographics. You get to change the power you have to compel.

Make space for the groupswithmost needs, but less power to be part of the decisionmaking process
and channel the resources accordingly.Wemust includeminority voices in planning and implementing

change as they are often the beneficiaries. This can be female students, children from themarginalized

communities, stateless children or refugees. Their participation in the intended changewill make the

education transformation bemoremeaningful, effective and lasting.

Questions / What’s next?
As a non-profit organization who strives to advocate the best for our children globally, how dowe

exercise our own power in streamlining and determining non-state actors to work in partnership with,

without compromising our values and integrity? The adoption or adaptation of education or social

policy that we use in framing our decisions or thoughts in voicing for injustice needs to consider

inclusion in diversity - do we include the perspectives of minorities or examples from the Global South?

How dowe push the higher rank authority to be transparent with data and their decisionmaking

process so that we are able to bridge the gap that exists within the education system so that we can

affect change efficiently and successfully? Sex-aggregated data is needed to ensure we can identify

levels within the education system and key players that have the power of influence to enact change for

better access to opportunities and quality to education
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https://vimeo.com/663025982
https://vimeo.com/663025982
https://intersectionofchange.org/
https://vimeo.com/channels/networklearning/117830929


A conversation of main priorities that we should collectively pursue for an efficient education

ecosystem globally or regionally will determine the ways we organize people and resources to plan and

speed up the process - referring to the four keys of system innovation.

Useful Links
● Community Impact Conversation: full call recording
● Regional research documents
● Global learning series website
● Case studies of community impact FY21
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